Top 3 Bali Scams
HOW TO AVOID THEM

TAXI SCAM

SCOOTER SCAM

Some taxis will ask you where you go and
then name their price, which will be way too
expensive but since you are new in Bali, you
don’t know the regular price or you suck at
bargaining like I do.

The first thing to know when you rent a scooter:
Have an international driver’s license and wear
a helmet. Why is this important (apart from the
obvious)? If you don’t wear a helmet police will
pull you over and you will pay a fine.
If you wear a helmet and have a driver’s license
and get pulled over for a fine (FOR WHATEVER),
you will still have to pay, but less ☺

What to do: If you go short distance get a
blue bird taxi AND tell the driver right in the
beginning to put on the meter. There are also
Uber and Grab in Bali, but they are not
officially allowed so you might have
problems getting one in certain areas.
For long distances always book a driver in
advance which you trust

MONEY CHANGER SCAM

What to do: It is a good idea to wear small
notes on you and put them in your pants or
wherever and not in your wallet. When THE
police pulls you over just be friendly and give
them 50’000 – 100’00 Rupia and off you go. Even
if you might be upset always remember
different country, different rules.

If you go to a money changer, because you saw the sign “no commission”, you will most likely not
end up with the money you thought you would.
The clerk will count the money in front of you and you will see the right amount of money
HOWEVER before he hands you over the money he will drop a few notes behind the counter
before you even see it.
What to do: Count your money right there OR go to an ATM. Also, make sure your ATM is in a public
place like a shopping mall or a bank with security. Lately, some tourists got their card copied
when they used ATMs.

